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Chapter 1
Preparations

The breaking dawn eased over the horizon, showering light upon on
the great, circular, tropical island, whilst moist air percolated

throughout the humid, chattering jungle. The rising, mellow sun coated
its orange beams over the tranquil trees and penetrated deep through the
dense, swaying, lush leaves. Constant warm heat emanated from the ac-
tive volcano that has been smouldering for a few months; wispy smoke
trails crept out from the cavernous vent like a monster’s mouth puffing
into the clear blue sky.

This area was home to the Grahessen Clan, the hosts of the annual
warrior event. The village was situated on the North-east side of the is-
land where the land was level and fertile. The grassland, shaped like a
two-stepped large amphitheatre, had one end with higher ground, grad-
ually tapering to flatter soil. Overlooking the amber grassland, a series
of oval, clay adobe huts with conical thatched roofs lined the terraces.
The quaint huts, evenly spaced apart around the tiers, had intermittent
timber steps that linked the different levels. In addition, local riverbanks
provided the materials to construct the circular, mud units that had small
openings cleanly cut for the windows and doors.

The village was surrounded by tall, mature, dark green trees and
worn, dirt tracks which demarcated the boundaries and snaked away to
other parts of the island. The first tier mainly consisted of grassy surfaces
with a few village huts dotted along the path. Situated higher up on the
second tier, a large, singular building overlooked the whole village.

A young, sun-tanned man emerged from one of the mud huts locat-
ed on the first tier and stepped out onto the grass wearing leather san-
dals. He was a tall, fresh-faced fellow with short hair that matched the
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chocolate brown loincloth he wore around his waist. A small, black, ob-
sidian stone dagger with a jade handle dangled from the leather belt. He
slowly stretched his body, flexed his muscles and bent down to touch the
ground. After loosening up his trim figure, he squinted his brown eyes at
the dazzling landscape and examined the horizon, absorbing the festive
view of the preparations for today’s event.

Even this early in the morning, many of villagers were scuttling across
the open grassland, preparing for the annual sporting competition; the
volunteers hung decorations and clan banners, laid out wooden tables,
stocked plates of food and marked out the field for the first event.

The lowest part of the village consisted of a large, rectangular open
grassland; on the left-hand side of the ground, a series of square chinam-
pas fields grew the villager’s crops, whilst on the other two sides, the
rustling jungle provided a physical barrier delineating the extent of the
clan’s boundary.

The athletic man glanced up behind him, scanning the painted white
clay walls of the large rectangular building and observed an ultramarine
quetzal bird dance along the thatched pitched roof and hop onto the
square chimney. Above the door, a wooden sign stated ‘Grahessen
Calpolli’. This was often the place for village gatherings and meetings.
Subsequently, he strode along a dusty path and hiked up the timber steps
towards the meeting house, knowing there were already people inside.
He smiled, believing today would be a good day for him.

After reaching his destination, he flung open the door and noticed
an elderly man sitting in an ornate timber throne at the end of room. A
bearded man with short, light brown hair stood to the left of the deco-
rative seat, whilst a young pale-skinned woman and a middle-aged white
man lined the right side. Three more elderly people in robes sat in wood-
en chairs around the centrally positioned, large, square, oak table.

The old man in the chair was dressed more extravagantly than the
others, wearing a headdress full of long, colourful peacock feathers that
swayed in tandem with the owner’s head whenever it moved. Moreover,
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his body was wrapped in a decorative red and yellow robe, whilst gold
and silver jewellery covered his limbs. He had long white hair and an ex-
tensive grey goatee beard. In contrast, the three elderly members fash-
ioned themselves with only three multicoloured feathers in their head-
dress, a jade necklace dangling on their chests and each had a gleaming,
golden bracelet clamped around their left biceps.

Orange sunlight flooded the room from the two oval windows lo-
cated at opposite sides of the room. Positioned high on the walls, timber
framed shelves displayed several gold and silver medals, plates and tro-
phies. Moreover, elaborate, colourful masks also adorned the surfaces.
The internal design included a high thatched ceiling, painted white clay
walls and bare clay floor. The group appeared to be in deep conversation
and stopped to look at the young man as he entered the room.

The dark-haired youngster rushed across the room with open arms to
the bearded man, ‘Pialli, brother! It’s been a long time! And WHAT are
you wearing!’

The fully dressed man wrapped his stocky arms around the bare-
chested assailant but accidentally bumped his black tricorn hat into his
brother’s forehead.

‘Ahhh my little brother, Tonauki! It has been a while,’ commented
the taller of the two men.

Tonauki rubbed his head and inspected the man in front of him; his
older brother wore a blue and red cotehardie, black houppelande, blue
hoses on his legs and dark brown leather crackowes on his feet.

‘You look like a colourful fantail huehxōlōtl, except one that doesn’t
fly,’ Tonauki chuckled. ‘Just like last time.’

Suddenly they heard the old man in the throne cough loudly.
Tonauki took a step back from his brother, faced the elderly man

on the throne and apologised. He then bowed to the three clan elders
around the table. As Tonauki stood rigid next to this brother, they both
sniggered. The feeling of nostalgia crept into Tonauki, no different from
being reprimanded by their father like when they had been kids.
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‘Forgive me tahtli...I mean Chief,’ Tonauki apologised whilst bow-
ing.

‘Don’t mind your boys Chief Aan,’ laughed the fat, bald man sitting
to the left side of the table, dressed in a grey robe. ‘Tonauki and Tikki
have not seen each other for a year, so it is only to be expected’.

‘Still Teyacanani Canta, we are having a meeting here! Anyway, as
I was saying before I was rudely interrupted, thank you for allocating
members to help load up the Princess’ boat with the agreed amount of
gold and silver rocks.’

Canta nodded and said, ‘It will only take a few more days.’
‘Teyacanani Ton will provide the fruit and meat to ensure the

Princess and her crew will not go hungry on their long journey home,’
the Chief continued.

The elderly woman with long, dark hair sitting to his right, dressed
in a long green robe mainly comprised of palm leaves, nodded.

‘And finally, Teyacanani Whushu, you will help stock the boat with
water, tonic and seafood to ensure the Princess’ men are well hydrated.’

Whushu, who had short white hair and was dressed in a blue fishing
mesh robe, nodded to indicate he understood the instructions.

‘Thank you very much for your hospitality Chief Aan, you are too
kind. I will be sure to mention to my father how well you have treated us,’
commented the attractive, young woman who stood next to the Chief.
She flicked her long auburn hair back into position after she bowed.

She was tall, slim, pale-skinned and complemented with a curvy fig-
ure. Her garments matched Tikki’s but exuded a more regal appearance;
she had a black tricorn hat with golden seams, a green and golden long-
sleeved surcoat that finished around the thighs, enhanced by black knee-
height leather boots. She also carried a long, thin sword on her hip belt.

‘I am impressed, Princess Amblegrove, that you speak Nahuatlish so
well! You must have spent a lot of time with my son,’ laughed the leader.

‘Thank you Chief. Please, call me Louisie,’
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Tikki and the Princess gave each other a quick glance, and a fleeting
smiled appeared. There was a brief silence before the Chief and all the
clan leaders burst out laughing. Tonauki gave his sibling a nudge and a
wink. It was about time that his older brother started to take more inter-
est in women.

Trade between the Taktican Island and the Merricolan Empire was
slow at first. However, relationships had improved dramatically when
Tikki volunteered to sail in a Merricolan ship a year ago. The decision to
let Tikki travel was hard, but the old man had believed it was the best de-
cision for the future of the island. The Chief knew he could depend on
his elder son, but he was pleasantly surprised by the success of the expedi-
tion, especially now they had closer ties with the royals. The Merricolan
empire wanted the island’s resources, whilst in return the villagers bene-
fited from being allied with a larger kingdom. Tikki persuaded them of
the mutual benefits and arranged a favourable trade deal.

Of course, this created other headaches for the Chief. He had to
streamline the production of resources to match the demand. Feeding
people on a small island was different from satisfying a large realm.
This meant building the chinampas fields with adequate irrigation sys-
tems, bolstering the safety in the rock quarries, implementing sustainable
deforestation methods and rotation of livestock. Most importantly, he
needed to get the villagers adapting to a strenuous daily routine.

Initially, it was not easy, and he faced severe opposition from the
clan leaders. Everyone was accustomed to a relaxed, carefree lifestyle,
taking only what they needed. Nevertheless, their perspective changed
once they saw the benefits of the new system and the villagers had de-
veloped a purpose on the island. New foreign foods expanded the peo-
ple’s palates, whilst the more inventive members of the clans welcomed
advanced technologies.

‘Well, I think we have finished in here. It is time that we joined the
event. Do you not need to start preparing, Tonauki?’ the Chief asked.

‘No, Chief. I have been preparing all year!’ Tonauki replied.
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Sometimes, Tonauki felt strange calling his father ‘the Chief ’, but af-
ter being reprimanded on countless occasions for being ‘impolite’ in pub-
lic, the formalities had been drilled into his mind.

The Chief stood up, straightened his peacock headdress, cape and
loin cloth, then walked out of the building. Everyone filed out of the
Calpolli behind the Chief. As their father exited the building, the two
brothers firmly hugged and patted each other’s backs.
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Chapter 2
Let the games begin!

D own in the lower field, a thick, long, white line marked out an area
designated for spectators. The people congregated on the right-

hand side of this line, taking care not to step over the soft green blades of
the prepared track. A handful of villagers were scattered around the open
grassland, laughing and chatting to each other. A small group of islanders
sat behind the spectators on a grassy mound, with their legs wrapped
around leather skinned drums, playing an upbeat tune using their lively
hands. Meanwhile, children surrounded the tables, dipping their hungry
little fingers into the food bowls and running away before the adults
shouted at them.

The two brothers came out with their arms over each other’s shoul-
ders, reminiscing over old times. Tonauki heard someone behind them
taking a deep breath. He glanced over his shoulder and noticed Princess
Amblegrove had tilted her head at the sun and inhaled. He was about to
laugh but felt an elbow dig into his ribs. He gave his older brother an evil
stare but only got a ‘don’t disturb her’ head shake response. The protec-
tive reaction surprised Tonauki, making him realise his father had been
observant and noticed the deeper connection between the couple, which
comes instinctively to a parent. When she exhaled, it sounded like satis-
faction. Tonauki returned the jab and sprinted out of reach from any re-
taliation. Tikki rubbed his chest and walked over to Louisie.

‘Such fresh air. The summer sun, the beautiful colours of the field and
jungle. It’s liked a paradise island here,’ the Princess sighed. ‘In all the sea-
sons we have been together, and you kept describing this place to me, I
could never appreciate what you meant...until now. This is a place that
needed to be seen to be believed.’
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‘Paradise island. I didn’t think of it that way. It was always just home
to me,’ Tikki replied. ‘But compared to your smoky city, I guess you are
right.’

‘And that enormous mountain. It’s impressive.’
‘Oh, the tepetl. It’s just part of our natural landscape. We hardly no-

ticed that.’
Tonauki half listened to their conversation, whilst scanning the dec-

orated scene and bouncing on his feet. Four wide lanes divided the clan’s
large field. Long, rectangular clan banners were staked into the ground
at the starting line. A blue banner showed a water droplet above some
waves, a green banner depicted a tree, a yellow banner displayed yellow
grass growing whilst the grey banner showed a hammer smashing on
a rock. Underneath the banners, three fresh-faced people were already
standing in the lanes.

The villagers hushed and turned towards the Chief as he led the oth-
er leaders from the Calpolli, striding down the timber steps and snaking
along the dirt track. The Chief stood on top of the first tier and ad-
dressed the audience:

‘Greetings to all clan members. We are gathered here today to cel-
ebrate the communion of our four clans, by coming together and par-
ticipating in our annual sporting event. Representing the grassland clan
of Grahessen is Tonauki Aan. From the water clan Aguwawa, we have
Sahuica Shai. Then we have Calqui Tak from the jungle clan of Ricaflo-
rie. Finally, from the rock clan of Pienaroka, we have Broozaca Morn. No
doubt you will all join me in cheering and supporting these elite warriors.
Be victorious and make your clan proud! Let the games begin!’

Everyone started cheering and chatting again. Loud drums began
pounding a merry beat. The three competitors stood on the starting line,
resuming their babble.

‘How does this event work?’ quizzed Louisie.
Tikki explained that every year, the leaders nominated a warrior to

represent their clan in the competition. Four participants must complete
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a series of trials that would test their mind, body and soul. Winners
would receive pride and recognition from everyone on the island. There-
fore, everyone selected the strongest member of their clan to increase
their chances of success. The chosen ones had become known as the
‘Chicahtoc Four’, the strong four.

The first event was the open field, where the participants had to race
along their lanes and try to get past three elite combatants, who defended
each of those tracks. These three men had a slight advantage because they
wore wooden jaguar or eagle helmets and carried timber shields for de-
fence, or as they call it, chimalli, which were all decorated with peacock
feathers along the lower edge. The fastest participant to escape through
the defenders generally had the upper hand. After passing this stage, the
competitors travelled in a south-westerly direction to reach the southern
ocean. Once there, they would journey up the western coastline before
running a full circle and finishing back in the Grahessen village.

‘I used to be a two-time champion at these games,’ Tikki smirked.
‘And I’m going to be a third-time champion,’ Tonauki joked, feeling

proud he would have surpassed his older brother.
‘That is only because I had more serious duties to accomplish.’
Tonauki departed before his brother could continue spouting ex-

cuses and trundled down to the field. He approached the competitors,
making his way to the yellow banner. The three members’ appearances
were in stark contrast to each other: a slender woman wore a sleeveless
blue metallic dress fashioned from fish hooks lined together like rings,
that accentuated the contours of her sleek figure and finished above her
knees; a slim man wore a skirt created from green palm-leaves, and a tall,
muscular man, towering over six feet, had a grey loin cloth. All the par-
ticipants wore dense leather sandals in preparation for a long day. Finally,
they had thick black stripes painted across their eyes from temple to tem-
ple. Tikki remained at the Calpolli with Louisie, waving at the group and
observing the field of activities.
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As Tonauki approached the three competitors, they motioned for
him to hurry and embraced each other when he arrived. Each wore a
leather armband on their left bicep that matched their clan’s emblem
colour. The young female handed him a yellow armband and a small pot
of black paint, which he used to apply across his eyes. He could tell they
were all as excited as he was; stretching and shaking their bodies loose,
grinning and smiling at each other.

‘How is your brother?’ Calqui asked in a bent posture with his long,
muddy brown hair dangling to his knees as he straightened one of his
palm leaves.

‘He’s great...as you would expect of an older brother who might be in
love!’ Tonauki replied.

‘Really!’ Calqui exclaimed, standing under the green banner and
waving at Tikki. ‘He has now become a real warrior.’

‘So, you think you can win again this year?’ teased Sahuica, who
stood under the blue banner, ruffling her short auburn hair.

‘Of course!’ laughed Tonauki as he applied the black paint across his
eyes. ‘There isn’t anyone who is faster or stronger than me on this island.’

‘You do like to joke! You’re only half the size of my arms,’ sniggered
Broozaca, the bald giant who stood under the grey banner, flexing his
hard biceps muscles.

‘I did say stronger not bigger,’ chuckled Tonauki. ‘You will sink to the
bottom of the sea like one of your heavy rocks!’

‘Well, with these designs I’ve invented, you guys won’t have any
chance of winning!’ Calqui laughed.

The slim man shook his feet and waved his leather gauntlets around,
whilst opening and closing his palms to display sharp retractable claws.
To prevent the blades from damaging the gauntlet and the shoes, he had
sewn steel plating into several parts of the leather padding. Tonauki had
previously commented the steel must make it uncomfortable, but Calqui
explained that he’d added extra padding to soften the rigidity. This prob-
ably explained why Ricaflorian man appeared taller every time they met.
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‘Only you need those tricks to help you win,’ giggled Sahuica. ‘Any-
way, may the best woman win! Well, that just means me then!’

A sudden hush filtered across the land when a villager holding a bow
and arrow approached the starting line. All eyes were on the man as he
raised his bow up to the sky. Each participant stood poised in their lanes,
staring intently at the starter and ready to spring into action. The archer
strained as he pulled his string as far as his strength allowed him. After a
few seconds of his arms trembling, he released the arrow. Like a flash of
lightning, the shaft zipped high into the cloudless blue sky. It seemed like
the arrow had been caught by the invisible winds as it hung suspended in
the air, before slowly arching and starting to dip down. Once the arrow
had pierced the grassy ground far down the field, the whole area erupted
as everyone cheered and clapped.

The four participants raced down the field towards the twelve de-
fenders, who gripped their timber shields in anticipation of the on-
slaught. Tonauki arrived first at the middle of the field and executed
his first move; he jumped high, catching the first defender off-guard
and landed a direct punch on the man’s face. This was followed with a
kick to the adjacent defender’s shield. Both surprised villagers fell to the
ground. However, the third defender saw his opportunity to slam his
shield against Tonauki, sending the competitor flying backwards.

Sahuica was second to reach the mid-point. Her defenders had their
shields up and were poised to attack. She slid down to kick the leg of her
first man, knocking him down to the ground. Springing back onto her
feet, she executed a round house kick. The second defender blocked her
leg using his shield. The man tried to sweep her legs, but Sahuica jumped
to avoid the attack and executed a mid-air roundhouse kick into the face
of the defender, knocking him to the ground.

As Calqui arrived, the two closest defenders swung their shields
against him, which he skilfully blocked using both his metal gauntlets.
Unfortunately, the impact forced Calqui to stumble backwards. He ex-
tended his arms, rotated like a whirlpool and spun towards the two
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defenders. The two men hesitated, uncertain whether to attack or de-
fend. Subsequently, they opted to block the dizzy spinner with their
shields, but their delayed reaction caused their downfall; the gauntlets
cut through most of the feathery wooden shields, and sliced the defend-
ers in their chests.

Broozaca arrived last, but instead of stopping to fight, he sprinted to-
wards the first defender. His opponents were of the same stocky build to
ensure it was going to be a fair contest. The villager dug his feet into the
ground and gripped his shield but started to doubt himself when he ob-
served the colossal man charging at him. Despite the defender’s best at-
tempts to stay in position, Broozaca ploughed through and sent the man
tumbling.

Tonauki jumped up and charged against his third defender. The man
anticipated Tonauki’s movements and positioned his shield for a retalia-
tion. The contestant placed his hand on the shield and catapulted him-
self over the man. Realising his mistake, the defender turned around to
face his attacker but received a kick to the chest. The impact sent the man
pitching to the ground. Tonauki turned to the other contestants, smiled
and waved goodbye before sprinting in a southerly direction towards the
end of the field.

Tonauki imagined Sahuica felt annoyed that someone had taken the
lead; she gave him a glowering glare as he teased his competitors. Based
on what his friends had told him last year, he envisioned the others
would easily finish their first round, repeating their success.

The Aguwawian woman gritted her teeth and focused her attention on
the last defender. She swung a right punch, but the man gripped his shield
to block. Sahuica swivelled and tried to sweep the defender’s right leg. How-
ever, the man successfully skipped over her attack. She grabbed hold of the
shield and twisted it towards the right like a wheel, causing the defender to
spin and lose his footing. This gave her the opportunity to escape down the
field.
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Concurrently, Calqui fought his last defender with the blades retracted.
He punched the shield, utilising the hard metal from his gauntlets, shred-
ding bits of straw. Next, he swung a right hook, then a left hook before finish-
ing off with an upper cut. This broke some of the shield, providing an open-
ing for the Ricaflorian to whack the defender in the left cheek. Eventually,
the defender fell to the ground, allowing Calqui to flee.

In Broozaca’s lane, the remaining two muscular defenders approached
him with caution. The men knew they stood little chance if they tried attack-
ing the giant one-on-one; everyone on the island knew the strength of this
beast. Consequently, they both simultaneously tried to tackle him at waist
height, attempting to knock him to the ground. However, Broozaca pushed
the first defender to the grass when he tried to dive for a leg. Taking advan-
tage of the distraction, the second defender slammed into Broozaca’s body.
Despite the impact, the Pienarokan withstood the collision and remained
upright. He swiftly grabbed the defender’s waist with both hands and threw
him sideways, causing the man to tumble across the ground. This enabled
Broozaca to escape from the field.
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Chapter 3
Jungle fight

T onauki approached the end of the field where it bordered the edge
of the jungle. There were two paths; the path in the middle of the

field continued ahead in a south-westerly direction into the jungle, whilst
another track on the right snaked away to the pyramid. He took the mid-
dle path and brushed past the thick vegetation. After a few steps into the
jungle, there was a small clearing where a rope with a hooped end hung
just above the ground from a large tree. A bow and three arrows rested
next to the rope. Sixty feet in front of him, a sandbag with a red circle
rested high on a thick tree branch. The hooped rope was connected to a
pulley system and tied to the sandbag. The same arrangement was repli-
cated for three other trees.

He stepped his right leg over the hoop end of the slack rope. In one
swift movement, he bent down to grab the bow and arrow, took aim and
released his shot at the red target. It was a perfect hit; as the metal tip
stabbed the sandbag, it toppled backwards and dropped to the ground.
He grabbed onto the rope and moments later, it tightened and carried
him upwards. As soon as he approached the top of the tree, he heard
someone rustling below him. Glancing down to the jungle floor, he saw
Sahuica rush into the clearing.

‘What took you so long!’ he laughed.
‘Oh shut up!’ she bellowed back. ‘I can still see you!’
Without further delay, he reached out to grab hold of a thick vine

and swung forwards towards the next large tree, periodically glanced
over his shoulder to observe how the others proceeded.

As Sahuica approached the hooped ropes, she stood both feet on top
of the cord, then grabbed the bow and one arrow. Her first shot at the
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target narrowly missed the red circle. She then clutched at a second ar-
row and fired, but this time it barely sliced the side of the sandbag. She
growled and gritted her teeth as she watched granules trickle out. After
snatching the last arrow, she paused for a moment, took a deep breath
and steadied her aim before releasing her string. This time, it hit the tar-
get dead centre. She grabbed hold of the rope and shot up to the sky as
the sandbag fell.

Whilst Sahuica was halfway up the tree, Tonauki noticed Calqui
looking up at her, smiling. This was the clawman’s territory. There was
no way that they were going to escape easily. Instead of taking the bow
and arrow, Calqui extended the claws on his gauntlet and shoes. With
extended talons, he started to clamber up the adjacent tree, digging the
steel into the timber trunk. Climbing trees was easy for him as he had
grown up in the jungle. He had been scaling the woods using only his
bare hands since he was a kid. Aided by the gauntlet and leather shoes
with retractable claws, it was even easier to ascend with the extra grip.
Very soon, he approached the top of the tree just as Sahuica began to
reach for a vine. As Calqui jumped onto a thick branch, Sahuica swung
away to the next vine.

‘Leaving so soon!’ laughed Calqui.
‘Yeah, it took you that long to climb the tree, I got bored waiting,’

she shouted back.
Calqui stretch out his hand to seize a vine but noticed something

slightly strange next to the one he had picked. As he was about to grab
hold onto the vine, a glistening head with fangs tried to bite this arm.
He quickly clenched his palms and speared the snake with his extended
claws. He held the tail of the snake and prised it off his steel blades, be-
fore dropping the bleeding reptile to the jungle floor.

By now, Tonauki was deep into the jungle but he heard twigs crack
on the ground. It must have been Broozaca who had just entered the
shooting range. Last year, the big man grumbled, instead of wasting time
climbing up a tree, he had just run straight ahead along the leafy ground.
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Tonauki thought the rules were to climb the trees, but who was he to ar-
gue with the titan.

The Pienarokan man continued to tell his story, revealing details of
how he hurdled over fallen trees, ducked under large branches and charged
through the bushes. He knew he was close to the edge of the jungle but then
suddenly stopped running. He searched the surrounding floor, picked up a
large stone and grabbed a thick wooden log. And he waited. Moments lat-
er, an orange figure with black markings slowly emerged from a bush a few
feet away, purring and staring at him with black gleaming eyes. It prowled
around the perimeter with a swishing tail.

‘I’m going to give you a chance little tēcuani’ he warned the jaguar. ‘You
can go home now intact or I can wear you home!’

In response, the animal growled, ignoring his advice. The creature’s eyes
focused intensely on its prey and licked its lips, like it was watching a fat,
juicy piglet; circling its meal and sizing it up, it appeared to be grinning.
Then the big cat went into a crouching position, ready to pounce. Brooza-
ca sighed and flung the big stone towards the animal, smacking the head of
the surprised beast directly. Undeterred, the animal shook its head, bared
its saliva-coated, pointy fangs, and leaped towards the man with paws open
wide, revealing sharp claws that would easily shred flesh. Broozaca swung
the log towards the beast, hitting the head of the jaguar as it descended onto
him. This caused the animal to fall and roll over to the left. The injured fe-
line stood up, dipped its head to the ground and mewled as it scarpered off
into the jungle.

Pitying anything that came up against Broozaca, Tonauki hoped that
this time round, the little beast would not meet the big beast again.

Focusing on the present, the Grahessian could see a large lake in the
distance. As the trees thinned out, he knew he was close to the edge
of the jungle. He grabbed another vine and swung fiercely towards the
opening. As he gained momentum and reached the peak of his swing, he
released his hand and bellowed. Right in front of him, the large, glim-
mering blue lake enhanced his exhilarating emotions. He began to som-
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ersault in mid-air before diving into the water. The chilly lake refreshed
his hot, sweaty body. After resurfacing, he swam on his back and ob-
served the others emerging from the jungle, envisioning their journey to
the cool waters.

Calqui was the first to appear; his climbing and swinging skills as one
of the Ricaflorie clan must have helped him overtake Sahuica. Tonauki
could see Calqui’s mouth move and imagined him moaning something
like, ‘There is no way I’m going to jump into the Great Atezcatl like that.’
Instead, Calqui dug his claws into the tree trunk, cracking the bark, and
slid down until he reached the bottom. Once he hit on the ground, he
extended his claws and turned them sideways, connecting the blades to-
gether to form a wedge-shaped paddle. Then it was a short sprint to the
edge of the lake before he dived into the glistening water.

Sahuica, unaccustomed to swinging so fast through the jungle, must
have sustained a few scratches from the branches but nothing that she
could not handle. The complex jungle contained multiple obstacles, but
further compacted with even more dense amounts of leaves and branches
that seemed to spring from nowhere. Once she was at the edge of the jun-
gle, Tonauki watched her grab hold of a vine and slide down before per-
forming a long jump and diving headfirst into the lake.

By the time Broozaca had emerged from the jungle, everyone was
already swimming in the revitalising water. This spurred him on as he
sprinted and hurdled over a fallen log before plunging into the lake.
Tonauki turned around and thrashed harder using strong front strokes,
hoping to put more distance between him and his pursuers.
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